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As one type of natural disaster, dammed lakes pose a serious threat to the safety of
lives and properties downstream. Scientific risk assessments of dammed lakes are
key for pre-disaster prevention and post-disaster rescue. However, due to the lack of
basic information and uncertainty surrounding materials and loads, risk assessments
of dammed lakes are more complex than those of artificial reservoir dams, and
comprehensive assessmentmethods are lacking. Based on the evolution of dammed
lake hazard chains, starting with the concept of a dammed lake risk assessment, this
paper focused on six aspects: worldwide dammed lake databases, hazard
assessments for landslide dams, breach mechanisms and breach processes, flood
routing after landslide dam breaching, loss assessments, and risk mitigation
measures. A comprehensive review was conducted on the qualitative and
quantitative risk assessment methods around the world, as well as future outlooks.
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Highlights

• The hazard chain evolution process of dammed lake was focused.
• A worldwide database was compiled to provide basic information on dammed lakes.
• Hazard assessment methods of landslide dams were reviewed.
• The simulation methods of breach processes and flood routing were reviewed.
• Loss assessment methods and risk mitigation measures were reviewed.

1 Introduction

Triggered by earthquakes or rainfall, dammed lakes are a type of geological hazard in
mountainous areas, and are caused by landslides that block rivers (Costa and Schuster, 1988;
Korup, 2002; Ermini and Casagli, 2003; Fan et al., 2020). The accumulations blocking the rivers
are called landslide dams. A global diagram of the distribution of 350 dammed lakes using
topographic data from US Geological Survey from Ermini and Casagli (2003) showed that
dammed lakes are widely spread around the world. Shen et al. (2020a) studied
1,393 documented dammed lakes and reported that 50.5% were earthquake-induced and
39.3% were rainfall-induced, which together made up nearly 90% of the total cases. The other
causes were snowmelt, human-causes, and volcanic eruptions.

As the water retaining structures of dammed lakes, landslide dams are composed of Earth
and stone materials, but there are significant differences between natural dams and artificial
embankment dams. Themain differences lie in (Zhong et al. 2021): 1) Dam geometry. Landslide
dams are generally longer in the longitudinal direction and the crests are uneven. 2) Structure
and materials. Most landslide dams have complex structures, strong heterogeneity and wide
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grain-size distributions. 3) Hydrodynamic conditions. Because there
are no flood discharge facilities on landslide dams, overtopping
failures are prone to occur when water levels rise in dammed lakes;
furthermore, due to the long length in the longitudinal direction, the
maximum hydraulic gradient of a landslide dam is generally lower
than that of an embankment dam. Hence, overtopping failures are the
main failure type andmore 90% of documented historical failures have
been overtopping-induced (Costa and Schuster, 1988; Zhang et al.,
2016).

Out of 73 dammed lakes around the world studied by Costa and
Schuster (1988), 85% of the cases lasted less than 1 year, and 27% less
than 1 day. Later, Peng and Zhang (2012a) and Shen et al. (2020a) also
found similar statistical results based on 204 and 352 cases,
respectively. In general, the failure probabilities of dammed lakes
are much higher than those of artificial reservoirs. Once a dammed
lake breaches, it may cause a serious flood disaster, so a reasonable
assessment of the risk of the dammed lake can prepare emergency
response, reduce the loss of property and environmental damage, as
well as protect people’s lives.

Risk is defined as the probability of injury or loss, which is a
measurement of the likelihood and severity of negative effects on life,
property, safety, health, or the environment. Although there are
different understandings of risk, they are usually described from
two perspectives: the first is possibility, as in the probability of
occurrence; the second is consequence, as in the loss caused.
According to the definition, risk can be quantified by the expected
value of the consequences, which can be depicted by the product of the
frequency of disasters and the losses. For a dammed lake, risk can be
expressed as the product of failure probability and loss in Eq. 1.

R � P × C (1)
where R is the dammed lake risk; P is the failure probability; C is the
loss after a dammed lake breach.

Since the 1980s, much research has focused on risk assessments of
dammed lakes. After decades of development, great progress has been
achieved in theoretical and practical aspects. A number of reviews
covered the related topics (i.e., Costa and Schuster, 1988; Korup, 2002;
Liu et al., 2019; Fan et al., 2019a; Fan et al., 2020; Fan et al., 2021;

FIGURE 1
Overall architecture of the review.
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Zhong et al., 2021). Based on the information of 225 landslide dams,
the publication of a benchmark review by Costa and Schuster (1988)
first provided a comprehensive overview on the causes, classification,
and grain size distribution of landslide dams, as well as their longevity
and failure modes. Fourteen years later, with special attention to
New Zealand, Korup (2002) emphasized the importance of high-
quality essential data, and reviewed the state of knowledge at that time
and elucidated several directions of future research potential on the
formation and failure of landslide dams. Later, Liu et al. (2019)
reviewed the outburst floods of landslide dams in China in terms
of their characteristics, distribution, causes, as well as case studies and
future research directions. Fan et al. (2019a), Fan et al. (2020), and Fan
et al. (2021) presented a series of overviews on the patterns,
mechanisms, and impacts geologic hazard chains, especially
technological and methodological advances on landslide dam
formation, stability, and impacts. Zhong et al. (2021) focused on
the breach mechanisms and numerical modeling of embankment and
landslide dam breaches, and illustrated model uncertainties,
limitations, and further directions.

Despite these efforts, most of the reviews focused on landslide dam
formation, stability, and breach processes; according to the definition
of risk, a thorough review of dammed lake risk assessments has not
been conducted, particularly with respect to advances in hazard chain
evolution due to the damming of rivers by landslides.

This review focuses on hazard chain evolution of dammed lake
formation and provides an overview of hazard assessments of
landslide dams, breach processes, breach-induced flood routing,
loss assessments, and risk mitigation measures.

Section 2 reports on data from landslide dam cases around the
world. The cases in these databases are compiled to provide
fundamental information on dammed lakes (Section 2.1).
Furthermore, in order to unify the understanding, the terminology
(Section 2.1) used for characterizing the stability of landslide dams,
damming modes, and data classification (Section 2.2) based on the
study purpose is also discussed in this section. Landslide dam stability
is the prerequisite and foundation for a risk assessment, and Section 3
attempts to summarize hazard assessment methods for landslide dam
stability, which includes qualitative (Section 3.1) and quantitative
(Section 3.2) assessment methods. Section 4 is devoted to breach
mechanisms and numerical simulation methods of landslide dam

breach processes. A synopsis of the model tests for landslide dam
breach processes and influencing factors is provided and illustrated
(Section 4.1). Numeric simulation methods, including parametric,
simplified physical, and detailed physical modeling are introduced
and compared (Section 4.2). Then, model tests (Section 5.1) and
numerical modeling (Section 5.2) to describe breach-induced flood
routing are analyzed and summarized in Section 5, in which
inundation is a key component of risk assessment. Section 6
reviews loss assessment methods after landslide dam breaching,
while associated progresses in loss of life are introduced. Section 7
presents risk mitigation measures for dammed lakes, focusing on
engineering measures. Section 8 discusses the uncertainties and
limitations in the current study, and suggests several scientific
issues for further study in the field of dammed lake risk
assessments. Section 9 summarizes the research results based on
the review work. The overall architecture of this review is shown in
Figure 1. This review is a continuation of a study on breaches of
embankment and landslide dams (Zhong et al., 2021). Herein, the
advances of risk assessments methodologies for dammed lake geologic
hazard chains are presented (Figure 2).

2 Worldwide dammed lake databases

2.1 Dammed lake inventories and terminology
definitions

In recent decades, a high degree of study of dammed lakes has
produced a multitude of documented cases. In this review, in order to
comprehensively understand the fundamental information on
dammed lakes, such as global distribution, geological and
hydrological conditions, dam geomorphology, dam material
composition, failure modes, and breach characteristics, an extensive
collection of dammed lake cases was conducted. The published
inventories that were closely related to the review and compiled in
our database, are summarized in Table 1.

In Table 1, according to the stability classification, dammed lakes
were classified into formed-stable, formed-unstable, and unknown in
terms of landslide dam status. Herein, formed-stable refers to a
landslide dam in which the blocked a river/valley still exists or has

FIGURE 2
Geologic hazard chain triggered by dammed lake breaching and risk mitigation.
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disappeared due to sediment infilling. Over its lifetime, inflow water
may overtopped the dam crest, but neither total failure nor destructive
flood occurred (Stefanelli et al., 2015; Stefanelli et al., 2016; Shan et al.,
2020). Formed-unstable refers to a landslide dam that had disappeared
when statistical work was conducted, and the longevity may have been
minutes to centuries after its formation. A landslide dam can be
classified as formed-unstable if human intervention has strongly
influenced the dam morphology and hydrological conditions to
prevent potential disasters (Stefanelli et al., 2015; Stefanelli et al.,
2016; Shan et al., 2020). Unknown means the current status of a
landslide dam could not be verified during the investigation. The
unknown dams are not of concern in this review.

Based on the relationship with the stream/valley floor, landslide
dams can be classified into six categories (Costa and Schuster, 1988;
Hermanns et al., 2011a; Fan et al., 2020): 1) Partial blocking. A
landslide did not reach the opposite bank of the stream/valley. 2)
Complete blocking. A landslide reached the opposite bank of the
stream/valley. 3) Longitudinal blocking. A landslide extended a long
distance in the streamwise direction of the stream/valley. 4) Two sides
blocking. Simultaneous movement of two landslides detached from
opposite sides of the same stream/valley. 5) Multiple blocking. A single
landslide sent multiple tongues of debris into a stream/valley and
formed two or more landslide dams in the same section of the river. 6)
Down-traverse blocking. A landslide involved one or more failure

TABLE 1 Summary of published dammed lakes inventories.

No. Investigators Country/
Region

No. of
cases

Information

1 Costa and Schuster
(1991)

World 463 Location, damming date, dammed river or lake, landslide type, trigger mechanism, landslide volume,
dam type, dam height, dam length, dam width, lake length, lake volume, failure time, failure
mechanism, breach dimensions, subsequent controls, and dam materials

2 Chai et al. (1995) China 147 Damming date, dam volume, dammed river or lake, failure time, trigger mechanism, and subsequent
hazards

3 Ermini and Casagli
(2003)

World 350 Country, river or landslide name, damming year, catchment area, dam volume, dam height, and
stability status

4 Casagli et al. (2003) Italy 42 Grain size distribution of dam

5 Korup (2004) New Zealand 232 Dam height, dam length, dam width, dam volume, dam type, trigger mechanism, age, current status,
lake length, lake width, lake area, lake volume, catchment area, and upstream channel gradient

6 Tong (2008) Japan and others 79 + 84 Japan (79 cases): Damming year, name, trigger mechanism, catchment area, mean/peak inflow rate,
upstream/downstream channel gradient, lithology, horizontal travel distance, landslide volume, dam
height, dam length, damwidth, height of water level, lake area, dam volume, lake volume, and longevity

Others (84 cases): River or landslide name, damming year, catchment area, dam volume, dam height,
and stability classification

7 Cui et al. (2009) China 257 Location (county/city), drainage basin, dam height, water storage capacity, width to height ratio, and
composition of dam

8 Xu et al. (2009) China 32 Name, County, dammed river, dam height, dam volume, lake volume, landslide type, dam materials,
and failure mode

9 Chen et al. (2011) Taiwan, China 17 Name, back water length, dam length, lake basin type, catchment area, and dam failure mechanism

10 Dong et al. (2011) Japan 43 Catchment area, mean/peak flow, upstream/downstream channel gradient, landslide volume, landslide
area, horizontal travel distance, slope height, dam height, dam width, dam length, lake depth, lake area,
and dam volume

11 Hermanns et al. (2011b) Argentina 61 Lake/river or site name, catchment area, dam volume, dam height, current status, and dam type

12 Peng and Zhang (2012a) World 52 Name, location, damming date, dam height, dam width, dam volume, lake volume, dam erodibility,
breach geometry (breach depth, top/bottom width), peak breach flow discharge, and breach time

13 Stefanelli et al. (2015) Italy 300 Location, consequences, dam material, lithology, trigger mechanism, damming date, failure date, dam
type, dam length, dam width, dam height, dam volume, dam condition, failure mechanism, name of
dammed river, valley width, steepness of river bed, lake name, lake length, lake width, lake depth, lake
surface area, lake volume, lake altitude, and longevity

14 Zhang et al. (2016) World 1,044 Country, name, landslide type, trigger mechanism, dam type, dam volume, dam height, dam length,
dam width, lake length, lake volume, failure time, failure mechanism, breach geometry (breach depth,
top/bottom width), breach time, peak breach flow discharge, and loss of life

15 Stefanelli et al. (2018) Peru 51 Location, lake volume, dam type, dam volume, dam condition, valley width, catchment area, steepness
of river bed, and lake condition

16 Shen et al. (2020a) World 70 Location, dammed river, damming date, dam materials, trigger mechanism, dam volume, dam height,
dam width, dam length, lake volume, inflow rate, and longevity

17 Shan et al. (2020) World 158 Country/region, name, damming date, dam height, dam length, dam width, dam volume, lake volume,
catchment area, steepness of river bed, stability status, and dam materials
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surfaces that extended under the stream/valley and emerged on the
opposite side.

Based on the collection methods, theses inventories can be
categorized as historical or event-based. The cases in the
inventories of Cui et al. (2009), Xu et al. (2009), and Chen et al.
(2011) are event-based. Of these, the first two referred to cases that
were triggered by the 2008 Wenchuan earthquake in China, and the
cases in the third inventory were triggered by the Morakot typhoon in
2009 in Taiwan, China. The other inventories are all historical cases.

In terms of the study purposes, the recorded information within
these inventories have been used for geological surveys (i.e., Costa and
Schuster, 1991; Chai et al., 1995; Cui et al., 2009; Xu et al., 2009; Chen
et al., 2011; Hermanns et al., 2011b; Stefanelli et al., 2015; Stefanelli
et al., 2018), landslide dam stability analysis (i.e., Ermini and Casagli,

2003; Casagli et al. 2003; Korup, 2004; Tong, 2008; Dong et al., 2009;
Shen et al., 2020a; Shan et al., 2020) or dammed lake breach process
simulations (Peng and Zhang, 2012a; Zhang et al., 2016).

In this review, based on the previous inventories and information
collection, a database of 1,765 recorded dammed lakes was collected
and sorted by the authors. The distribution of the 1,765 dammed lakes
around the world is shown in Figure 3. Where cases were repeated
across inventories, scientific inspection work was conducted to select
the most accurate and complete information. Figure 4 chronologically
presents the number of documented dammed lake cases in China. The
landslide dam cases prior to the 1860s are listed together according to
age, and other cases were organized every two decades until 2020.
Because of the vast territory and special geographical conditions of
China, the Tibetan Plateau and southwestern China located in a strong
seismic activity zone have become high incidence areas of dammed
lakes. It is worth mentioning that, the number of documented
dammed lakes have increased in China in past decades.

2.2 Classification of documented information
of dammed lakes

As historical recorded dammed lakes have increased, global
databases have shown an increasing trend. Depending on the
purpose of a study, the documented information for dammed lakes
varied from one to another. The information for dammed lakes can be
categorized into three types: morphological indexes of landslide dams
(i.e., dam height/width/length/volume), hydrodynamic conditions of
dammed lakes (i.e., lake surface area/length/volume, catchment area,
inflow discharge, dammed river steepness), and material composition
of landslide deposits (i.e., lithology, material composition, grain-size
distribution). Furthermore, for the formed-unstable dammed lakes,
breaching information, such as breach flow discharge, breach size, and

FIGURE 3
Worldwide distribution of 1,765 dammed lakes.

FIGURE 4
Number of documented dammed lake cases in China.
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failure time, was the main concern. However, due to the scarcity of
historical data, there was not complete information for most of the
recorded cases. Of the available information, most had morphology
indexes and some of the hydrodynamic conditions, such as lake
surface area/length/volume or catchment area. In addition,
dammed river steepness, lithology, material composition, and
grain-size distribution of landslide deposits were available if the
relevant field investigations were conducted, as well as the final
breach size after dam breaching. In contrast, some information
could not be found through retrospective analysis or field
investigations, such as inflow discharge, breach flow discharge, and
failure time, if the hydrological information was unavailable.

3 Hazard assessments for landslide dams

Dammed lakes are generally formed by the rapid accumulation of
collapsible rock, debris, and Earth triggered by earthquake or rainfall.
For a dammed lake, its hazard can be transformed into the stability of
water-retaining structure, the landslide dam. Investigations have
found that landslide dam stability is mainly related to the material
composition, structural characteristics, hydrodynamic conditions of
dammed lake, as well as local precipitation conditions and secondary
disasters. Considering these influencing factors, a series of studies have
assessed landslide dam stability, which can be divided into qualitative
and quantitative assessment methods.

3.1 Qualitative assessment methods

The qualitative assessment methods for landslide dam stability are
mainly based on formation mechanisms, geometry, material
composition, catchment area, and inflow rate, to evaluate global
stability. These methods do not use mathematical calculations, and

the evaluation indexes can be obtained by means of remote sensing
(Ermini et al., 2006; Scaioni et al., 2014; Fan et al., 2021) and
geophysical methods (McCann and Forster, 1990; Jongmans and
Garambois, 2007; Whiteley et al., 2019; Fan et al., 2021).

In recent decades, remote sensing technology has made significant
advances in resolution, accuracy, acquisition time, and logistics,
making it a powerful tool in landslide dam identification and
investigation. It can be used for geometry mapping of landslide
dams and dammed lakes, as well as the deformation monitoring of
landslide dams. In addition, in regions without data, an alternative
method of optical photogrammetry using unmanned aerial vehicles
can be employed. Three types of geophysical methods are utilized to
investigate landslide dams (Fan et al., 2021): electromagnetic surveys
(i.e., active electromagnetics, ground penetrating radar, and
magnetotellurics), geoelectric surveys (i.e., electrical resistivity
tomography and self-potential), and seismic surveys
(i.e., compressional P-waves and transverse S-waves).

Qualitative assessment methods can be divided into engineering
analogy methods and historical analysis methods. The engineering
analogy methods compare select landslide dams with similar ones in
terms of the formation mechanisms and geological conditions, to
assess the landslide dam stability. The historical analysis methods
assess stability according to the landslide dam formation history and
evolution process. Table 2 shows a brief overview of the qualitative
hazard assessment methods for landslide dams.With the development
of remote sensing and geophysical technologies, significant progress
has been made in emergency response for dammed lake events.
However, there are few studies that have focused only on
qualitative assessments, most of which are used as the basic data
support for quantitative assessments. Meanwhile, qualitative
assessment is also the first step to judge the erosion resistance of
the dam material. Accurate and rapid acquisition of topographic and
hydrodynamic information, as well as geotechnical properties of
landslide debris, is the basis for outburst flood analysis.

TABLE 2 A brief overview of qualitative hazard assessment methods for landslide dams.

No. Investigators Survey methodology Evaluation indexes Assessment
method

1 Weidinger (2006) Remote sensing Dam morphology, debris volume, material composition,
climatic conditions, movement type of landslide, secondary

compaction, catchment area, and sedimentation rate

Historical analysis
method

2 Cui et al. (2009), Xu et al. (2009), Fan
et al. (2019b)

Remote sensing Dam height, material composition, and storage capacity Engineering analogy
method

3 Brideau et al. (2019) Remote sensing Dam morphology, material composition, temperature, rainfall,
lake surface area, and flow channel dimension

Historical analysis
method

4 Niazi et al. (2010) Geoelectric survey (ERT) Spatial variations in the resistivity, and seepage field Historical analysis
method

5 Bianchi-Fasani et al. (2011) Geoelectric survey (ERT, VES),
seismic survey (SRT, MASW)

Dam morphology, characteristics of debris, and flownet within
the deposit

Historical analysis
method

6 Ischuk (2011) Seismic survey (VSP), geoelectric
survey (ERT)

Dam morphology, permeability, debris compaction, and
hydraulic gradient

Historical analysis
method

7 Wang et al. (2013); Wang et al. (2014);
Wang G. H. et al. (2016)

Seismic survey (MASW) Internal structure of landslide deposit, and geotechnical
properties of debris

Engineering analogy
method

8 Wang et al. (2018) Geoelectric survey (SP), seismic
survey (MTM)

Seepage field Historical analysis
method

Note: ERT, electrical resistivity tomography; MASW, multichannel analysis of surface waves; MTM, micro-tremor; SP, self-potential; SRT, seismic refraction tomography; VES, vertical electrical

sounding; VSP, vertical seismic profiling.
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3.2 Quantitative assessment methods

The quantitative assessment methods for landslide dam stability
can be classified into probability-based mathematical statistics
methods and computer-based numerical analysis methods.

3.2.1 Probability-based mathematical statistics
methods

Mathematical statistics is a branch of mathematics based on
probability theory that studies the statistical regularity of a large
number of random phenomena. In recent years, using measured
data from formed-stable and formed-unstable landslide dams, a
series of mathematical expressions and judgement criteria have
been developed to rapidly evaluate landslide dam stability. With
increased survey data for landslide dams around the world, the
input parameters of the mathematical expressions of the
assessment methods have gradually increased, and the influencing
factors are more comprehensive. In this review, following the
definition by Costa and Schuster (1991), landslide dam length is
the crest length perpendicular to the valley axis, and landslide dam
width is the base width parallel to the valley axis.

Starting from a database of 70 landslide dam cases collected in the
northern Apennines, Casagli and Ermini (1999) defined the blockage
index (BI) and proposed the first mathematical expression to evaluate
landslide dam stability. In the expression, landslide dam volume and
catchment area are the input parameters. The state of landslide dam
stability can then be categorized into stable, unstable, and uncertain.
Later on, based on 84 landslide dam cases, Ermini and Casagli (2003)
introduced landslide dam height into the BImethod and defined a new
dimensionless blockage index (DBI). In 2004, based on 232 landslide
dam cases in New Zealand, Korup (2004) proposed three
dimensionless indexes, i.e., the backstow index (Is), basin index
(Ia), and relief index (Ir), to describe landslide dam stability.
Landslide dam height and dammed lake volume are the input
parameters for Is, landslide dam height and catchment area are the
input parameters for Ia, and landslide dam height and upstream relief
are the input parameters for Ir. Subsequently, based on 300 cases,
combining landslide dam volume, catchment area, and local
longitudinal slope of the channel bed, Stefanelli et al. (2016)
defined the hydromorphological dam stability index (HDSI) to
discriminate between formed-stable and formed-unstable
landslide dams.

In order to eliminate uncertainty in landslide dam stability
assessments and establish judgement criteria, some mathematical
statistics methods based on logistic regression algorithms have been
proposed. The value 0 is set as the demarcation point, and a landslide
dam is formed-stable if the calculated result is greater than 0. A dam is
formed-unstable if the calculated result is less than 0. Based on
43 documented landslide dam cases in Japan, Dong et al. (2011)
defined three indexes [i.e., Ls(PHWL), Ls(AHWL), and Ls(AHV)] to
judge landslide dam stability. For Ls(PHWL), parameters such as peak
inflow rate, landslide dam height/width/length were selected; for
Ls(AHWL), catchment area, landslide dam height/width/length
were selected; for Ls(AHV), catchment area, landslide dam height
and volume were selected as input parameters. Based on 79 landslide
dam occurrences, Shi et al. (2020) proposed a three-parameter
expression and two five-parameter expressions to evaluate landslide
dam stability. Herein, landslide dam height and width, and dammed
lake volume, were chosen for the three-parameter expression. In

addition, for the five-parameter expressions, dimensional and
dimensionless parameters were adopted, such as landslide dam
height/width/length, dammed lake volume, and backwater length,
as well as combinations of two for dimensionless input parameters.

It is well known that material composition has significant impacts
landslide dam stability. Thus, according to the material composition of
landslide dam debris, Shan et al. (2020) defined two indexes that can
be classified as either detailed [Ls(IVAS)] or simplified [Ls(IVAM)]
according to 27 and 150 cases, respectively. For Ls(IVAS), the ratio of
landslide dam height and width (to reflect the hydraulic gradient),
landslide dam volume, catchment area, and particle composition
index (to quantitative describe the grain size distribution) are the
input parameters. Instead of a particle composition index, Ls(IVAM)
utilizes a particle characteristic parameter (to qualitative describe the
material composition), and the other input parameters are the same as
Ls(IVAS). Table 3 presents an overview of the hazard assessment
methods for landslide dams based on mathematical statistics.

As far as the current research status is concerned, regression
analysis is the most used mathematical statistical method, but it
depends on the reliability of samples and the rationality and
representativeness of fitting factors. With the continuous
accumulation of landslide dam data, the accuracy of landslide dam
stability assessments using mathematical statistics methods have
gradually improved.

3.2.2 Computer-based numerical analysis methods
Numerical analysis methods are usually used to analyze landslide

dam stability according to dam configuration, internal structure, and
geotechnical properties of landslide deposits, as well as the
hydrodynamic conditions of the dammed lake. Because landslide
dams are formed naturally, the upstream and downstream slope
ratios (vertical/horizontal) are usually gentle, and numerical
analysis is generally focused on landslide dam slope stability under
different external loads, such as unsteady seepage flow (Shi et al.,
2015a), aftershocks (Hu et al., 2011), and rainfall (Tsai et al., 2013). So
far, the commonly used numerical analysis methods for landslide dam
stability included the limit equilibrium method, finite element
method, finite difference method, and discrete element method.

It is worth mentioning that, due to the longevity of most landslide
dams, when the damming events occurred, the available time for
hazard assessments was very short. In general, numerical analysis is
relatively time-consuming; hence, this type of methods is relatively
rare and most studies are retrospective analysis after landslide dam
breach. Compared with landslide dam stability analysis, numerical
analysis is applied more to evaluate mountain slope stability and
simulate landslide damming processes.

4 Breach mechanisms and breach
processes of landslide dams

The failure processes of landslide dams involve complex coupling
effects of soil and water. Because landslide dams are usually located in
mountain valleys with poor transportation, due to the rapid breach
process and large peak breach flow, it is difficult to collect prototype
data and documented failure processes of landslide dams are relatively
scarce. Breach records from Tangjiashan (Liu et al., 2010) and Baige
(Cai et al., 2020) in China are important reference values for this study.
In order to better understand landslide breach mechanisms, numerous
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physical model tests have been conducted to investigate failure
processes and factors influencing breach morphology and
hydrographs. Because most of the landslide dam failure model tests

have focused on overtopping-induced dam breaching, this section
only reviews the breach mechanisms and processes due to overtopping
failure.

TABLE 3 Hazard assessment methods of landslide dams based on mathematical statistics.

No. Investigators No. of
cases

Expressions Judgement criteria

1 Casagli and Ermini
(1999)

70 BI � log(Vd
Ab
) BI > 5, Stability area

4 < BI < 5, Uncertain area

3 < BI < 4, Instability area

2 Ermini and Casagli
(2003)

84 DBI � log(Ab × Hd

Vd ′ ) DBI < 2.75, Stability area

2.75 < DBI < 3.08, Uncertain
area

DBI > 3.08, Instability area

3 Korup (2004) 83 Is � log(Hd ′3
V′
l

) Is > 0, Stability area

−3 < Is < 0, Uncertain area

Is < −3, Instability area

110 Ia � log(H2
d

Ab
) Ia > 3, Stability area

Ia < 3, Instability area

108 Ir � log(Hd
Hr
) Ir > −1, Stability area

Ir < −1, Instability area

4 Stefanelli et al. (2016) 300 HDSI � log( Vd
Ab × Ss

) HDSI > 7.44, Stability area

5.74 < HDSI < 7.44, Uncertain
area

HDSI < 5.74, Instability area

5 Dong et al. (2011) 43 Ls(PHWL) � −2.55 log(P) − 3.64 log(Hd) + 2.99 log(Wd) + 2.73 log(Ld) − 3.87 Ls(PHWL) > 0, Stability area

Ls(PHWL) < 0, Instability area

43 Ls(AHWL) � −2.22 log(Ab′) − 3.76 log(Hd) + 3.17 log(Wd) + 2.85 log(Ld) + 5.93 Ls(AHWL) > 0, Stability area

Ls(AHWL) < 0, Instability area

84 Ls(AHV) � −4.48 log(Ab′) − 9.31 log(Hd) + 6.61 log(Vd′) + 6.39 Ls(AHV) > 0, Stability area

Ls(AHV) < 0, Instability area

6 Shi et al. (2020) 79 Z � 0.348 lnHd + 0.254 lnWd − 0.654 lnVl′ − 3.410 Z > 0, Stability area

Z ≤ 0, Instability area

79 Z � 0.435 lnHd + 0.076 ln Ld + 0.501 lnWd + 1.352 ln Ll − 1.122 lnVl′ − 15.568 Z > 0, Stability area

Z ≤ 0, Instability area

79 Z � −1.896 ln(Hd
Hr
) + 1.126 ln(Hd

Wd
) − 0.113 ln( Ll

Wd
) − 1.101 ln(Vl ′1/3

Hd
) − 0.387 ln( Ld

Wd
) + 8.766 Z > 0, Stability area

Z ≤ 0, Instability area

7 Shan et al. (2020) 27 Ls(IVAS) � −0.264 log(I) + 1.166 log(Vd) − 1.551 log(Ab) − 0.168 log(Sd) − 4.847 Ls(IVAS) > 0, Stability area

Ls(IVAS) < 0, Instability area

150 Ls(IVAM) � −0.198 log(I) + 1.387 log(Vd) − 1.432 log(Ab) + 4.169Mi − 8.674 Ls(IVAM) > 0, Stability area

Ls(IVAM) < 0, Instability area

Note: BI, blockage index; DBI, dimensionless blockage index; Is, backstow index; Ia, basin index; Ir, relief index; Ls(PHWL), Ls(AHWL), Ls(AHV), Ls(IVAS), Ls(IVAM), Z, indexes of the logical

regression;HDSI, hydromorphological dam stability index;Ab, catchment area with the unit of km2;Abʹ, catchment area with the unit of m2;Vd, landslide dam volumewith the unit of m3;Vdʹ, landslide

dam volume with the unit of 106 m3;Hd, landslide dam height with the unit of m;Hdʹ, landslide dam height with the unit of 102 m;Vlʹ, dammed lake volume with the unit of 106 m3;Hr, upstream relief

with the unit of m; P, peak inflow rate with the unit of m3/s;Wd, landslide dam width with the unit of m; Ld, landslide dam length with the unit of m; Ss, local longitudinal slope of the channel bed with

the unit of °; Ll, backwater length with the unit of m; I, ratio of Hd and Wd; Sd, particle composition index; Mi, particle characteristic parameter.
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TABLE 4 Model tests of factors influencing landslide dam breach processes.

No. Influencing factors Investigators No. of model
tests

Conclusion

1 Downstream slope angle Gregoretti et al.
(2010)

168 Three types of failures were observed, which depended on the downstream slope angle of
landslide dam. For the low values (≤7°), surface erosion was triggered by overtopping of the
dam crest; for the intermediate values (7°–22°), backward erosion was the predominant type;
for the high values (≥22°–25°), headcut erosion occurred after the sliding of downstream
slope

Jiang and Wei (2020) 5 With the increase of downstream slope angle, the breach flow discharge aggrandized, the
failure time became shorter, the final sedimentation depth of the river channel bed
decreased, the erosion rate increased in the early stage and changed little in the late stage, the
peak sediment concentration first decreased and then increased, while the final morphology
of the river channel bed was basically the same

Zhu et al. (2021) 12 The downstream slope angle determined the breaching process and the stage of dam breach.
If the value of downstream slope angle was small, resulting in the backward erosion; as the
value gradually increased, causing retrogressive collapses; when the value was large enough,
causing surface erosion

2 Dam height Walder et al. (2015) 13 Peak breach flow increased almost linearly as a function of the dam height

Zhu et al. (2021) 12 The dam height directly determined whether an accumulation body can be formed on the
middle or lower parts of the downstream face

3 Grain size distribution Cao et al. (2011a) 28 Cohesive clay may act to mitigate the seepage through the dam and modulate the dam
breach process. Gravels in the dam may appreciably depress the rate of the erosion process
and thus modify the flood

Zhu et al. (2020) 11 The breach hydrographs were variable for different grain size distributions of the dam
materials. The textural properties of loose materials determined the characteristics of failure
modes and breach processes

4 Initial soil moisture Chen S. C. et al.
(2015)

64 Landslide dams with high soil initial moisture had low hydraulic conductivity, which
increased the uplift speed of the impoundment, leading to overtopping failure and a shorter
longevity

Jiang and Wei (2019) 7 The peak breach flow increased with the increase in the initial soil moisture, while the failure
time and residual dam height decreased. The backward erosion gradually weakened with the
increase in the initial soil moisture. The breach deepened faster than it widened as the initial
soil moisture increased, and the ratio of breach width to depth after dam breaching was
greater than 1 at first and then less than 1

5 Soil hydraulic conductivity Chen S. C. et al.
(2015)

64 The soil hydraulic conductivity affected the dam longevity and its corresponding failure
mode. Landslide dams in impermeable riverbeds tended to fail by overtopping, while the
tests in permeable riverbeds had longer longevities

Jiang et al. (2018) 159 For landslide dams with small soil hydraulic conductivities, stable seepage fields cannot be
formed during the impoundment, so the overtopping failure mode played a leading role. For
landslide dams with large soil hydraulic conductivities, the slope failure mode often
occurred

6 Soil compactness Chen S. C. et al.
(2015)

64 The soil compactness affected the peak breach flow during dam breaching. Landslide dams
of the looser material had larger peak discharges than the tests of the denser material

7 River channel bed gradient Jiang and Wei (2019) 159 With an increase in river channel bed slope, the failure mode changed from the overtopping
failure mode to the slope failure mode and back to the overtopping failure mode

Zhu et al. (2021) 12 The river channel bed gradient determined the breach process and the stages of dam
overtopping failure. With the increase of the river channel bed slope, the erosion process
intensified, the time to peak breach flow occurred earlier

8 Inflow rate Cao et al. (2011b) 28 The inflow rate dictated the landslide dam breach process and the flood. For a specific
dammed lake size, the higher the inflow rate, the quicker the dam failed

Chen S. C. et al.
(2015)

64 Under low inflow rate conditions, dam material with high hydraulic conductivity can create
an armoring layer without forming a sandbar downstream. Low hydraulic conductivity
dams under high inflow rate conditions cause a braided river downstream after progressive
erosion

Jiang et al. (2018) 159 An increase in inflow rate can reduce the impoundment time, which is not conducive to the
formation of a stable seepage field, so it is more difficult for the slope failure mode to occur

Zhou et al. (2019) 4 The larger the inflow rate, the shorter the time it took to reach the inflection discharges, and
the shorter the time to it took to reach the peak breach flow

9 Cao et al. (2011a) 28

(Continued on following page)
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4.1 Breach mechanisms of landslide dams

4.1.1 Landslide dam breach model tests
The common physical model tests of the landslide dam breach

process can be mainly classified into small-scale flume model tests,
large-scale field model tests, and centrifugal model tests. Landslide
dam failure is a nonlinear erosion process of dam material during
unsteady flow. Researchers have divided the failure process into
different stages through different types of model tests. 1) Flume
model tests. Based on seven flume model tests with landslide dam
heights of 0.3 m, Yang et al. (2015) distinguished five stages of
breaching: seepage erosion, formation of the initial breach,
backward erosion, expansion and incision of the breach, and re-
equilibration of the river channel through the breach. Using four
flume model tests with dam heights of 0.7 m, Zhou et al. (2019)
divided the whole hydrodynamic breaching process into three stages:
headcut erosion process, accelerated erosional process, and
attenuating erosional process. Based on 12 flume model tests with
a maximum landslide dam height of 0.3 m, Zhu et al. (2021) divided
the breaching process into four stages: initiation, head cutting,
acceleration, and riverbed rebalancing. 2) Field model tests. Reports
on large-scale model tests for landslide dam breaching have been
relatively rare and are represented by three field model tests with dam
heights of 2.5 m conducted by Li D. Y. et al. (2021). Li L. et al. (2021)
divided the breach process into three stages: the initiation stage, the
development stage, and the failure stage. Furthermore, in terms of the
erosion characteristics during dam breaching, Zhang et al. (2021)
found that the dominant erosion pattern is surface progressive
erosion, and divided the breach process into three stages: headward
erosion, rapid erosion, and attenuated erosion. Using two field model
tests with dam heights of 1.0 m and different longitudinal dam shapes,
Takayama et al. (2021) divided the overtopping-induced landslide
dam breach process into two stages: progressive erosion and
overtopping erosion. 3) Centrifugal model tests. Utilizing the
“space-time amplification effect” of the centrifuge and a centrifugal

model test system for dam breaching developed at the Nanjing
Hydraulic Research Institute (NHRI), two centrifugal model tests
with a dam height of 0.2 m and centrifugal acceleration of 30 g
(the corresponding prototype dam height was 6 m) for breaching
were conducted (Zhao et al., 2019). Zhao et al. (2019) divided the
breach process into five stages: erosion on downstream slope, notch
cutting, notch wall scouring, breach side slope collapse, and
downstream slope coarsening.

In addition, based on the documentation of the “11·03” Baige
landslide dam breach case, Zhong et al. (2020a) divided the breach
process into four stages: uniform erosion, backward erosion,
streamwise erosion, and breach rebalance.

Although there are different classification methods for the division
of landslide dam breach processes, in terms of the sudden changes of
breach hydrograph and morphology, the outburst process of landslide
dams can be classified into the initial, accelerated, and stable stages.
Further, backward erosion occurs in the initial stage, and the
accelerated stage occurs after backward erosion enters an upstream
dammed lake. The stable stage occurs when the inflow and outflow
rates are balanced.

4.1.2 Factors influencing the landslide dam breach
process

In order to further investigate breach mechanisms, a series of
model tests have been conducted on landslide dam breach processes
considering different influencing factors. There are five main
categories of influencing factors: landslide dam morphology
[i.e., downstream slope angle (Gregoretti et al., 2010; Jiang and
Wei, 2020; Zhu et al., 2021), and dam height (Walder et al., 2015;
Zhu et al., 2021)], physical and mechanical indexes of dam material
[i.e., grain size distribution (Cao et al., 2011a; Zhu et al., 2020), initial
soil moisture (Chen S. C. et al., 2015; Jiang and Wei, 2019), soil
hydraulic conductivity (Chen S. C. et al., 2015; Jiang et al., 2018), and
soil compactness (Chen S. C. et al., 2015)], hydrodynamic conditions
of dammed lake [i.e., river channel bed gradient (Jiang and Wei, 2019;

TABLE 4 (Continued) Model tests of factors influencing landslide dam breach processes.

No. Influencing factors Investigators No. of model
tests

Conclusion

With or without initial
spillway

The dam without initial spillway reached a higher peak breach flow, and the time to peak
flow was delayed compared with the tests with initial spillways. Due to the uneven
morphology, lateral mass collapses were considerable where there was an initial breach in
the landslide dam. Initial spillways were often excavated for alleviating the downstream
flooding

10 Initial spillway shape Zhao et al. (2018) 3 An initial spillway with a compound cross section has a higher initial discharge efficiency
and lower peak breach flow, and the breach hydrograph corresponded to a “chunky-type.”
The draining from this type of an initial spillway could reduce the flood pressure and make
the entire process smoother

11 Initial spillway location Li D. Y. et al. (2021) 3 When the initial spillway was located close to the landslide dam abutment, the final breach
width was smaller, and the volume of the residual dam was larger

12 Surge waves Peng et al. (2019) 6 The landslide dam stability is determined by the difference between the effective water level
(the sum of water level and wave height) and the dam height. The erosion in the breach
initiation stage is much faster than that without surge wave, but the difference in the breach
development stage is relatively small

Peng et al. (2021) 9 The surge waves accelerate the breach process with more intense surface erosion and larger
dynamic pore pressure. The total erosion volume and elapsed time decrease with the
increase of mean grain size. With the increase of wave height, both the average erosion rate
and peak discharge increase
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Zhu et al., 2021), and inflow rate (Cao et al., 2011a; Chen S. C. et al.,
2015; Jiang et al., 2018; Zhou et al., 2019)], initial spillway [i.e., with or
without (Cao et al., 2011a), shape (Zhao et al., 2018), and location (Li
D. Y. et al., 2021)], and surge waves [i.e., heights of surge waves above
dam crest (Peng et al., 2019; Peng et al., 2021)]. By analyzing breach
morphologies and hydrographs, useful information about breach
mechanisms has been acquired. A brief introduction to model tests
for influencing factors on landslide dam breach processes is shown in
Table 4.

Based on the model tests in Table 4, a preliminary summary of the
influencing factors on the breach process can be presented. The
downstream slope angle of landslide dam does not have a simple
increasing relationship with erosion rate and breach flow discharge,
and there is a given threshold value. However, there is no clear
understanding of the factors governing the threshold value. The
higher the landslide dam height is, the higher the dammed lake
volume would be, and hydrodynamic conditions would be
enhanced, which results in an increase of peak breach flow.
Whether the time to peak flow is advanced or not depends on the
expansion rate of the breach morphology. When the landslide dam
material is well graded, the dam is more stable. Peak breach flow is
relatively low and the time to peak flow is delayed. The timing of the
outburst process is relatively long and the breach hydrograph is
relatively smooth. Peak breach flow usually increases as initial soil
moisture increases, while the failure time and residual dam height
decreases; however, the existing studies are not in agreement and lack
model testing under high initial soil moisture conditions. Soil
hydraulic conductivity plays an important role in the longevities
and failure modes of landslide dams, and when the dam breach
occurs, the effect of soil hydraulic conductivity on the outburst
process is embodied by the initial soil moisture. As soil
compactness increases the peak breach flow declines, and the time
to peak flow would also lag behind. The river channel bed slope angle
plus the downstream slope angle equals the breach flow gradient;
hence, given the stability of the landslide dam slope, the sum of the two
has an upper limit. In general, as the river channel bed gradient
increases the erosion process intensifies and the time to peak breach
flow occurs earlier. When the inflow rate increases, the outburst
process is accelerated and the erosion rate increases. The
excavation of the initial spillway is a problem to be considered
when manual interference is involved. If the spillway is not
excavated, the breach flow is significantly increased, aggravating the
flood disaster downstream. Under the condition of the same
excavation amount, the disposal of a compound spillway can
effectively increase the discharge rate and make the breach
hydrograph relatively gentle. When the initial spillway is located
close to the bank, one-sided erosion occurs, the final breach width
is smaller, and the volume of the residual dam is larger. In addition,
when subjected to surge waves, landslide dam stability is determined
by the difference between the effective water level and dam height, and
dam material erosion rate is determined by the wave height and mean
grain size.

In recent years, influencing factors, such as morphological indexes
of landslide dam, physical and mechanical indexes of landslide
deposits, hydrodynamic conditions of dammed lakes, manual
intervention measures, and external loads, have been considered in
the study of landslide dam breach mechanisms. However, due to the
complexity in the grain-size distribution and internal structure,
further validation is needed to determine whether the conclusions

truly reflect the actual situation. There are two aspects that need more
study: First, landslide deposits are generally composed of broadly
graded soils and the upper limit of grain size in the scaled model tests is
often less than 20 cm; thus, the similarity relation of erosion
characteristics of landslide deposits needs further study. Second,
triggered by different disaster factors, as well as the variations of
slope materials and motion patterns, the internal structures of
landslide dams are multifarious; however, the structural
characteristics of landslide dam are not considered in traditional
model tests.

4.2 Numerical simulation methods for the
landslide dam breach process

Numerical simulation methods are widely used to analyze dam
breach processes. Based on a report by the ASCE/EWRI (American
Society of Civil Engineers/Environmental and Water Resources
Institute) Task Committee on Dam/Levee Breaching (ASCE/EWRI
Task Committee on Dam/Levee Breach, 2011), dam breach models
can be classified as parametric, simplified physically based, or detailed
physically based. Based on measured data from historical dam breach
cases, regression analysis or machine learning are often utilized to
develop empirical formulas to predict breaching parameters (i.e., peak
breach flow, final breach size, and failure time) in the parametric
models. Assumptions such as a regular shape (inverted triangle or
rectangle or inverted trapezoidal) are adopted to confine the breach
morphology, and various sediment transport equations and water flow
formulas are respectively used to simulate the erosion process and
breach flow discharge in simplified physically based models. In
addition, some simplified physically based models consider the
instability of breach side slopes during the failure processes. Unlike
parametric models, the simplified physically based models can output
breach flow discharge and breach size for each time step in the
simulation period. Furthermore, some detailed physically based
dam breach models have been developed to describe the
morphology evolution process without the predefinition of breach
shape, based on the shallow water hypothesis and sediment transport
theory.

Recently, a numerical simulation method that coupled a discrete
element method (DEM) and computational fluid dynamics (CFD) was
used to simulate the breach process of landslide dams (Li L. et al.,
2021). The advantage of the coupled DEM-CFD method is that it
models landslide dam deposits through discontinuous particles, and
reproduces the breach hydrograph with free water surface evolution,
which is conducive to understanding the landslide dam breach
mechanism of water and soil coupling. Although the DEM-CFD
method can reflect the breach mechanisms more clearly, it
distinctly restricted by spatial and temporal scales, and the grain
size distribution of landslide dam materials and dam morphology
indexes are set in a relatively narrow range. Due to the excessive
computational costs, the applications of these models to real field scale
cases still have a long way to go.

Nowadays, most of the dam breach models are reserved for
embankment dams, while only a few numerical models are used to
simulate landslide dam breaching; hence, the models for embankment
dam breach are often used as substitutes. Because of obvious
differences between the two types of dams, large errors may be
produced due to the misapplication of the numerical models. In
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TABLE 5 Existing parametric models for landslide dam breaching parameters.

No. Investigators No. of cases Expressions

1 Costa (1985) 10 Qp � 6.3H1.59
d

Qp � 672Vl′0.56

Qp � 181(HdVl′)0.43

2 Evans (1986) 29 Qp � 0.72V0.53
l

3 Costa and Schuster (1988) 12 Qp � 0.0158(PE)0.41

4 Walder and O’Connor (1997) 18 Qp � 1.6V0.46
r

Qp � 6.7d1.73d

Qp � 0.99(dd · Vr)0.40

5 Peng and Zhang (2012a) 45 Full-variable equation: Qp

g
1
2 Hd

5
2
� (Hd

H0
)−1.417(Hd

Wd
)−0.265(Vd

1
3

Hd
)−0.471(Vl

1
3

Hd
)1.569ea1

Simplified equation: Qp

g
1
2 Hd

5
2
� (Hd

H0
)−1.371(Vl

1
3

Hd
)1.536ea2

13 Full-variable equation: Bf

H0
� (Hd

H0
)0.752(Hd

Wd
)0.315(Vd

1
3

Hd
)−0.243(Vl

1
3

Hd
)0.682ea3

Simplified equation:
Bf

H0
� (Hd

H0
)0.911(Vl

1
3

Hd
)0.271ea4

10 Full-variable equation: bf
H0

� 0.004(Hd
H0
) + 0.050(Hd

Wd
) − 0.044(Vd

1
3

Hd
) + 0.088(Vl

1
3

Hd
) + a5

Simplified equation: bf
H0

� 0.003(Hd
H0
) + 0.070(Vl

1
3

Hd
) + a6

21 Full-variable equation: Df

H0
� (Hd

H0
)0.882(Hd

Wd
)−0.041(Vd

1
3

Hd
)−0.099(Vl

1
3

Hd
)0.139ea7

Simplified equation: Df

H0
� (Hd

H0
)0.923(Vl

1
3

Hd
)0.118ea8

14 Full-variable equation:
Tf

T0
� (Hd

H0
)0.262(Hd

Wd
)−0.024(Vd

1
3

Hd
)−0.103(Vl

1
3

Hd
)0.705ea9

Simplified equation: Tf

T0
� (Hd

H0
)0.293(Vl

1
3

Hd
)0.723ea10

6 Liu et al. (2013) 31 Bave � 0.367(Vl
V0
)0.195( Ld

tan φ)0.337Hd
0.5

Hres � 1.109(V0
Vl
)0.065d900.088Hd

0.912

7 Shi et al. (2014) 24 Full-variable equation: Qp � 3.130H0.120
d W0.302

d V−0.106
d V0.453

l eα1

26 Simplified equation: Qp � 3.130H−0.046
d V0.507

l eα2

23 Full-variable equation: Df � H0.840
d W−0.169

d V0.089
d V0.040

l eα3

26 Simplified equation: Df � H0.875
d V0.016

l eα4

11 Full-variable equation: Bf � 1.593Hd + 85.249 Hd
Wd

− 3.438 Vd
1
3

Hd
+ 15.963 Vl

1
3

Hd
+ α5

11 Simplified equation: Bf � H0.594
d V0.182

l eα6

15 Full-variable equation: bf � −0.006H2
d − 0.047

H2
d

Wd
+ 0.017Vd

1
3 + 0.047Vl

1
3 + α7Hd
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recent years, frequent events such as earthquakes and extreme
rainstorms have directed attention to landslides that block rivers
and research on numerical simulation technology for landslide
dam breaching is gradually increasing. In this review, parametric,
simplified and detailed physically based models are the main
concerns.

4.2.1 Parametric models
Due to the simplicity and convenience of parametric models, they

are often used in the rapid evaluation of disasters caused by landslide
dam breaching. Compared to embankment dams, there are fewer
parametric models available to predict the breaching parameters of
landslide dams because of the complexity of structures and materials,
as well as the uncertainty of parameters. Based on 10 landslide dam
breach cases, Costa (1985) proposed three regression equations to
predict the peak breach flow of landslide dams. Input parameters were
landslide dam height or dammed lake volume, or the combination of
both variables. Subsequently, another mathematical expression for the
relationship between potential dammed lake energy and peak breach
flow was established (Costa and Schuster, 1988). Based on 29 landslide
dam breach cases, Evans (1986) developed an empirical relationship
between peak breach flow and volume of water released during
embankment dam failure that was thought to be applicable to
landslide dam breaching. Later, based on 18 landslide dam breach
occurrences, Walder and O’Connor (1997) provided the statistical
relationships between peak breach flow and released water volume, or
drop in dammed lake level, or the combination of both variables. The
early parametric models only considered the morphological
characteristics of landslide dams and dammed lake hydrodynamic
conditions, and the mathematical expressions were single or double
parametric. Further, the models only presented the expressions of peak
breach flow.

Based on 45 documented landslide dam breach cases around the
world, Peng and Zhang (2012a) developed a rapid prediction model of
breaching parameters that considers the morphology of landslide
dams, the hydrodynamic conditions of dammed lakes, and the
erosion characteristics of dam materials (i.e., high, medium, and
low erodibility coefficients). The model can be used to predict the
peak breach flow during the outburst process, the final breach size
(i.e., breach top width, bottom width, and depth), and the elapsed time
of the landslide dam breach process. Later, a new regression model for
estimating breaching parameters was established based on 41 cases
with detailed information by Shi et al. (2014).

Landslide dams often retain a residual dam height after breaching.
Based on 31 cases, Liu et al. (2013) proposed an empirical model to
calculate the breaching parameters of landslide dams under natural
conditions, including the final breach average width and residual dam
height. The major factors included landslide dam morphology,
hydrodynamic conditions of dammed lake, and physical and
mechanical indexes of dam materials.

Table 5 describes the existing parametric models for landslide dam
breaching parameters. With their small number of geomorphology
parameters, some of which represent soil erosion features, parameter
models can offer rapid access to the breaching parameters of landslide
dams. However, the models cannot consider breach hydrographs and
the evolution process of breach size, so they are generally used for
rapid assessments of dam breaching disasters. For areas without
hydrological data, parametric models are of great significance for
emergency response.TA
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4.2.2 Simplified physically based models
Simplified physically based models are the most popular models

for dam breach modeling around the world, and are widely used for
the numerical simulation of dams composed by soils and rocks (Zhong
et al., 2016). In the early days, simplified physically based models
describing embankment dam failures were often adopted to simulate
landslide dam breach processes, such as the NWS (National Weather
Services) BREACH model (Fread, 1988), which is one of the earliest
and most used models. However, due to the large discrepancies
between embankment and landslide dams, especially the
characteristics of grain size distribution and dam structure,
landslide dams do not always release all of the stored water. The
application of models for embankment dams can introduce large
errors by overestimating the breach flow discharge.

In the 21st Century, more attention has been paid to the numerical
simulation of landslide dam breach process and simplified physically
based models have been developed. For the landslide dam breaching
process models, the cross section of the breach channel is often
predefined to be an inverted trapezoid and outflow through the
breach is simulated using the hydraulics of a broad-crested weir for
most of the models. Hence, key points in the landslide dam breaching
process modeling are how to reasonably reflect the structure features
of landslide dams, the erosion rate of wide graded dam materials, and
the evolution process of breach morphology in cross and longitudinal
sections.

Field investigation have demonstrated stratification based on soil
grain size distribution in the depth direction, and the grain size
distribution in each layer varies for landslide dams with different
accumulation forms (Fan et al., 2020). Using field test data or
empirical formulas, some models can consider the landslide dam
structure based on variations in soil erodibility (Chang and Zhang,
2010) or the grain size distribution of dam materials (Zhong et al.,
2020b).

Stress-based erosion rate equations have been widely adopted to
simulate breach bed erosion. The bed erosion rate can be expressed as
the soil erodibility coefficient multiplied by the difference between the
flow shear stress and the critical shear stress of the soil. For the flow

shear stress, the Manning equation or shear stress equation for
uniform flow is often adopted; for critical shear stress of soil and
soil erodibility coefficient, empirical equations derived from erosion
tests of wide graded dam materials have also been applied (Chang
et al., 2011). Once the critical shear stress of soil is larger than the water
shear stress, the bed erosion ceases. In addition, based on monitoring
data from the Tangjiashan landslide dam breach process, Chen Z. Y.
et al. (2015) proposed a hyperbolic model to describe the bed erosion
rate. In this work, the maximum possible erosion rate was predefined
according to regression on field measurements.

For breach development in the cross section, the lateral erosion
rate is often assumed to be equal to the bed erosion rate or multiplied
by a coefficient. The lateral enlargement due to the instability of breach
side slopes is the main mechanism behind breach widening, and
limited equilibrium methods with planar or circular slip surfaces are
often utilized. For breach development in the longitudinal section, the
main difference between the models is the assumption of downstream
slope angle variability. Three assumption are often accepted, such as
that the downstream slope angle remains constant, or decreases, or
increases to a certain value and then remains constant.

In this section, three typical simplified physically based modes for
landslide dam breaching, such as DABA (DAm Breach Analysis)
(Chang and Zhang, 2010; Peng et al., 2014; Shi et al., 2015b; Zhang
et al., 2019; Chen C. et al., 2020), DB-IWHR (Dam Breach—China
Institute of Water Resources and Hydropower Research) (Chen Z. Y.
et al., 2015; Wang G. H. et al., 2016; Chen et al., 2018; Chen Z. Y. et al.,
2020), and DB-NHRI (Dam Breach—Nanjing Hydraulic Research
Institute) (Zhong et al., 2018; Zhong et al., 2020a; Zhong et al., 2020b;
Shen et al., 2020b; Mei et al., 2021), are introduced in Table 6.
Although the simplified physically based landslide dam breach
models have shortcomings, they are computationally efficient and
have considered the necessary breach mechanisms.

Although the simplified physically based models can describe the
breach process of landslide dams, they introduce many artificial
assumptions in expressions of breach morphology, physical and
mechanical properties of dam deposits, breach flow discharge, and
breach side slope stability. In addition, because breach flow discharge

TABLE 6 Typical simplified physically based models for the landslide dam breaching process.

No. Investigators Dam
structure

Breach morphology Breach
flow

discharge

Erosion characteristics Mechanical
mechanisms

Cross
section

Longitudinal
section

1 DABA [Chang and Zhang
(2010), Peng et al. (2014),
Shi et al. (2015a), Zhang
et al. (2019), Chen C. et al.

(2020)]

Multilayer Breach side slope
angle increased to
a certain value,
and then remain

constant

Downstream slope angle
increased to a certain

value, and then remained
constant

Broad-crested
weir flow
equation

Stress-based erosion rate
equation considering

variations in soil erodibility
coefficient with depth

—

2 DB-IWHR [Chen Z. Y. et al.
(2015), Wang L. et al.

(2016), Chen et al. (2018),
Chen Z. Y. et al. (2020)]

Monolayer Breach side slope
angle remain
constant until
instability
occurred

Remain constant
downstream slope angle

Broad-crested
weir flow
equation

Hyperbolic erosion rate
equation

Instability of breach
side slopes with
circular or planar

slip surface

3 DB-NHRI [Zhong et al.
(2018), Zhong et al.
(2020a), Zhong et al.

(2020b), Shen et al. (2020b),
Mei et al. (2021)]

Multilayer Breach side slope
angle remain
constant until
instability
occurred

Continuous decrease of
downstream slope angle

Broad-crested
weir flow
equation

Stress-based erosion rate
equation considering
variations in grain size
distribution and soil

erodibility coefficient with
depth

Instability of breach
side slopes with

planar slip surface
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and breach size evolution are calculated separately, these types of
models cannot consider the characteristics of high-velocity flow and
broadly graded soils, or the coupling effect of soil and water in the dam
breach process, so landslide dam breach mechanisms cannot be fully
reflected.

4.2.3 Detailed physically based models
In recent years, with the development of computational fluid

dynamics and sediment science, as well as hydrodynamics and
sediment transport theory, a series of one-, two-, and three-
dimensional numerical models for dam breach processes have been
developed under the assumptions of shallow water and hydrostatic
pressure distribution. These models are categorized as detailed
physically based. They typically contain three modules, such as a
hydrodynamic module (i.e., continuity and momentum conservation
equations for clean or muddy water), a sediment transport module
(i.e., equilibrium or nonequlibrium sediment transport equations),
and a morphological evolution module (i.e., bed erosion equation,
breach slope collapse equation). According to the types of sediment
transport models selected in the dam breach models (Guan et al.,
2015), the detailed physically based dam breach models can be divided
into four categories: capacity models (i.e., Faeh, 2007; Swartenbroekx
et al., 2010; Juez et al., 2014; Abderrezzak et al., 2016; Dazzi et al., 2019;
Takayama et al., 2021), noncapacity models (i.e., Wu andWang, 2007;
Cao et al., 2011b; Wu et al., 2012; Guan et al., 2014; Marsooli and Wu,
2015), two-phase flow models (i.e., Rosatti and Begnudelli, 2013;
Razavitoosi et al., 2014; Cristo et al., 2016), and two-layer transport
models (i.e., Swartenbroekx et al., 2013; Li et al., 2013; Cantero-
Chinchilla et al., 2016).

The capacity models are mainly composed of the shallow water
equation and the Exner equation. The shallow water equation
describes the flow movement of clear water and the Exner equation
describes the breach morphology evolution process. In these models,
the erosion process is dominated by bedload sediment transport where
the velocity of dam material is less than that of the water flow. In
addition, various empirical formulas for bedload erosion rate are often
adopted.

In the noncapacity model, the flow is assumed to be muddy water
and the shallow water equation containing the density of muddy water
is used to describe the flow process. It is assumed that the erosion
process consists of bedload transport and suspended load transport,
and the interaction process between bedload and suspended load is
determined by empirical formulas. The actual erosion rate is converted
into the volume concentration of muddy water, and the erosion
process is calculated by the volume concentration and the flow rate
of muddy water.

Two-phase flow models assume that solid particles move in the
liquid flow, the volume concentration of the solid particles is
relatively low, and the solid particles move under the driving
force of the liquid flow, but the interaction between the solid
and liquid phases is weak. The solid and liquid phases are
modeled based on the continuum hypothesis, and the continuity
and momentum conservation equations describe the movement of
the two phases, in which the solid phase has characteristics similar
to particle flow.

In two-layer transport models, the water flow above the breach
bottom bed is assumed to be made up of a upper clear water layer and
the under bedload flow layer. Each layer has its own depth and
concentration. There is clear water exchange between the clear

water layer and the bedload flow layer, while there is soil exchange
between the bedload flow layer and the breach bottom bed. The
exchange capacity is often determined by empirical formulas.
Continuity and momentum conservation equations are developed
for the clear water and sand-water layers, respectively.

Mean grain size is commonly adopted to represent the dam
material diameter in detailed physically based dam breach models.
This is a suitable method for simulating the failure process of non-
cohesive dams with relatively uniform particles. Some of the existing
detailed physically based dam breach models in each of the four types
are listed in Table 7.

The four types of detailed physically based models can simulate
the breach hydrograph and rapid change in dam morphology during
dam breaching under their own assumptions and theoretical
frameworks. However, there are still some difficulties in their
practical application. One of the key problems is how to select an
appropriate erosion model. Most erosion formulas are obtained under
the conditions of steady uniform flow, low sediment transport
intensity, and slow riverbed deformation, while the theoretical
results of breach slope instability are also obtained under many
assumptions. These theoretical shortcomings greatly limit the
simulation ability of detailed physically based models. Hence, there
are fewmodels that can reasonably reflect the erosion characteristics of
broadly graded soils under high-velocity breach flow, which depends
on the development of sediment theory.

In addition, although detailed physically based models can
effectively improve accuracy in numerical simulation, they still
have low computational efficiency when dealing with large-scale
dam failure simulations. With the enhancement of computer
processing capacity, GPU acceleration technology has been
introduced into some models (Lacasta et al., 2014; Lacasta et al.,
2015; Juez et al., 2016; Dazzi et al., 2019) to improve the calculation
efficiency of dam breach flow. In general, future numerical simulation
of landslide dam breach processes is moving in the direction of
detailed physically based models.

5 Flood routing after landslide dam
breaching

Once a landslide dam breaks, it forms a catastrophic outburst
flood, then the dam-break flow spreads to the downstream area.
Flooding can submerge riverine buildings and traffic facilities,
causing direct harm to lives and properties. In addition, flood flow
due to the failure of a landslide dam usually has fine to coarse sediment
particles, and the characteristics of flood routing are different from
those of clear water flow. Erosion or siltation on the riverbed results
from the dam-break flood, altering the original river topography. In
general, for dam-break flood routing, the inundated area, flow depth
and velocity, riverbed elevation variability, and time to peak flood in a
certain location are the main concerns.

5.1 Model tests for flood routing after dam
breaching

5.1.1 Model tests for dam-break flow propagation
Flood routing after dam breaching is a strong and complex

dynamic water-soil-riverbed coupled process with rapid changes in
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TABLE 7 Existing typical detailed physically based dam breach models.

No. Model type Investigators Breach
morphology

Breach flow Sediment
transport

Geomechanics Solution
method

1 Capacity model Faeh (2007) 2D Exner equation 2D shallow water
equations

Equations for bed-
load and suspended

load

Vertical and lateral
erosion, slope instability

Finite volume
method (Roe and
HLL Riemann

solver)

Swartenbroekx et al.
(2010)

2D Exner equation 2D shallow water
equations

Bed-load equation Vertical and lateral
erosion, slope instability

Finite volume
method (HLLC
Riemann solver)

Juez et al. (2014) 2D Exner equation 2D shallow water
equations

Different equations
for bed-load

Vertical and lateral
erosion

Finite volume
method (Roe

Riemann solver)

Abderrezzak et al.
(2016)

2D Exner equation 2D shallow water
equations

Bed-load equation Vertical and lateral
erosion, slope instability

Finite element
method

(TELEMAC-2D)

Dazzi et al. (2019) 2D Exner equation 2D shallow water
equations

Stress-based erosion
rate equation

Vertical and lateral
erosion, slope instability

Finite volume
method (HLLC
Riemann solver)

Takayama et al.
(2021)

2D simplified Janbu’s
method

1D uniform flow
equations

Equilibrium
sediment transport

equation

Vertical erosion and
downstream slope

instability

Finite difference
method (explicit

method)

2 Noncapacity
model

Wu and Wang (2007) 1D nonequilibrium total-
load transport equation

Generalized shallow
water equations

Total-load capacity
equation

Vertical erosion Finite volume
method (HLL

Riemann solver)

Cao et al. (2011b) 2D nonequilibrium total-
load transport equation

Generalized shallow
water equations

Bed-load equation Vertical and lateral
erosion, slope instability

Finite volume
method (HLLC
Riemann solver)

Wu et al. (2012) 2D nonequilibrium total-
load transport equation

Generalized shallow
water equations

Total-load capacity
equation

Vertical and lateral
erosion, slope instability

Finite volume
method (HLL

Riemann solver)

Guan et al. (2014) 2D nonequilibrium bed-
load transport equation

2D shallow water
equations

Bed-load equation Vertical and lateral
erosion, slope instability

Finite volume
method (HLL

Riemann solver)

Marsooli and Wu
(2015)

3D nonequilibrium total-
load transport equation

Navier-Stokes
(RANS) equations

Equations for bed-
load and suspended

load

Vertical and lateral
erosion

Finite volume
method (VOF

method)

3 Two-phase flow
model

Rosatti and Begnudelli
(2013)

2D mass and momentum
conservation equations

(solid phase)

2D shallow water
equations (water

phase)

Equation of sand-
water mixture flow

concentration

Vertical and lateral
erosion

Finite volume
method

(Generalized Roe
Riemann solver)

Razavitoosi et al.
(2014)

2D N-S equations (solid
phase, non-Newtonian

fluid)

2D N-S equations
(water phase, non-
Newtonian fluid)

— Vertical and lateral
erosion

SPH method

Cristo et al. (2016) 2D mass and momentum
conservation equations

(solid phase)

2D shallow water
equations (water

phase)

Equations for bed-
load and suspended

load

Vertical and lateral
erosion, slope instability

Finite volume
method

(FIVFLOOD
solver)

4 Two-layer
transport
model

Swartenbroekx et al.
(2013)

2D mass and momentum
conservation equations

(bed-load)

2D shallow water
equations

Erosion rate
equation

Vertical and lateral
erosion

Finite volume
method (HLL

Riemann solver)

Li et al. (2013) 2D nonequilibrium
suspended-load

transport equation

2D shallow water
equations

Erosion rate
equation

Vertical and lateral
erosion

Finite volume
method (HLL and
HLLC Riemann

solver)

Cantero-Chinchilla
et al. (2016)

1D nonequilibrium total-
load transport equation

1D Saint-Venant
equations

Equations for bed-
load and suspended

load

Vertical erosion Finite volume
method (HLLC
Riemann solver)
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physical quantity; thus, the propagation process of a dam breach flood
has its own special features.

Flume tests have been the principle physical model tests to study
the characteristics of flood routing. In the model tests, a flood is often
generated by the instantaneous dam breach or a prescribed flow curve,
and the downstream river channel is generally set as fixed or movable
bed. 1) Fixed bed model tests. In terms of the material composition of
dam-break flow, fixed bed model tests can be classified as clean and
muddy water flows. Regardless of whether the dam-break flow is clean
or muddy water, the study main focuses on the propagation
characteristics of dam-break waves in man-made river channels
with different cross sections, such as a smooth rectangular and
horizontal channel (Lauber and Hager, 1998), an initially dry
channel with a 90° bend (Soares-Frazão and Zech, 2002), a
frictional triangular channel (Wang et al., 2021), or a meandering
channel (Itoh et al., 2018). Consequently, the mechanical properties of
dam-break waves and water-soil mixture deposition are discussed. 2)
Movable bedmodel tests. Dam-break flows in most of the movable bed
model tests are clean water, so the study purpose is to describe the
propagation characteristics of dam-break flows on the movable beds,
as well as riverbed topography variations (i.e., Capart and Young,
1998; Spinewine and Zech, 2007; Goutiere et al., 2011; Carrivick et al.,
2011; IAHR Working Group for Dam-break Flows over Mobile Beds,
2012; Qian et al., 2018). In general, compared with fixed bed model
tests, dam-break flood waves on the movable bed propagate slower
and attenuate faster.

The landslide dam breach process is not an instantaneous
incident, but rather it is a nonlinear gradual process; in addition,
natural river channel morphology is quite different from an
experimental river channel. However, physical experimental studies
of flood routing caused by the gradual collapse of a landslide dam in a
natural river channel are still rare. Therefore, in the discussion on the
influencing factors of flood routing in the next subsection, in-situ test
results are the main basis for evaluation.

Dam-break flow propagation after landslide dam breaching is
more complicated than that of clear water due to the high sediment
content, which is almost sand-carrying flow or even debris flow.
Experiments and in-situ tests have shown that the evolution of a
sand-carrying flood caused by dam breaching in the lower reaches of a
river involves erosion or deposition, as well as sediment sorting along
the river channels.

5.1.2 Factors influencing flood routing
Flood routing after landslide dam breaching is mainly affected by

flood rheology, breach flow hydrographs, dry and wet conditions
downstream, river branches, river channel roughness, and
downstream river topography (Liu et al., 2019). Because of the
high sediment concentration in the flood water, the propagation of
muddy water is more complicated than that of clear water. In addition,
the dammed lake is generally formed in alpine valley areas with
complex river terrain conditions; hence, flood routing in a
mountainous area is obviously different from a plains area.

Because both sides of river banks are generally controlled by
mountains, a dam-break flow propagates without planarization and
water loss is relatively limited. Therefore, the flood discharge
propagating along the downstream river channel decreases slowly,
and its rate of decrease is significantly influenced by the breach
hydrograph during the breach. In general, when peak breach flow
is high and long in duration, the flood peak attenuates gradually

downstream because the downstream river channel has been filled
before the peak arrives (O’Connor and Beebee, 2009; Liu et al., 2019).
Historical statistics have shown that the peak discharge of an outburst
flood observed 60 km downstream of the Tangjiashan landslide dam
in China showed no significant decline compared with the peak breach
flow at the dam site (Liu et al., 2019). Similarly, at over 200 km and
100 km downstream of the Tanggudong and Dixi landslide dam sites,
respectively, over 50% of the initial peak breach flow was maintained
after long distance propagation (Chen et al., 1992; Wang et al., 2012).

In addition, after the landslide dam breaching, the outburst flood
carries a large amount of sediment, which is deposited in the river
channel and on both sides of the beach as flood velocity decreases
during flood routing. Taking the 2018 failure event of the “11.03”
Baige landslide dam on the Jinsha River, China as an example, on both
sides of the river in the Shangri-La Development Zone, which is
located about 600 km downstream of the dam site, the mud thickness
on the beach was over 0.5 m after flood routing.

The huge amount of sediment carried in a dam-break flow that
propagates downstream has serious impacts on downstream water
environments in the river. Moderate amounts of sediment can
increase nutrients in the water, while high sediment flows can be
disastrous for most aquatic life. The formed-stable dammed lake may
have positive effects on a mountain river ecosystem, but may be
destroyed in 1 day in case the dammed lake fails.

5.2 Numerical simulation for flood routing
after dam breaching

The model tests and in-situ tests demonstrated that dam-break
flows contain shock and sparse waves, compared to conventional river
floods. They also have the following characteristics (Aureli et al.,
2000): 1) The peak breach flow of dam-break flood is relatively high;
meanwhile, the water level is high, the water surface gradient is large,
and the dam-break flow is often discontinuous during the
propagation. 2) The topography of the area downstream of a
landslide dam is commonly very irregular and it is easy to cause a
flow regime transition. Supercritical, critical, and subcritical flows
often occur simultaneously. Surge waves and hydraulic jumps often
occur during dam-break flow propagation. 3) During flood routing,
the dam-break flow often overflows the river channel and moves onto
the dry bed, so there are complex dynamic boundary conditions.

The governing equations for dam-break flow routing simulation
generally adopt Shallow Water Equations (for two-dimensional
simulation) or Saint-Venant Equations (for one-dimensional
simulation). The particularity of dam-break flow is mainly reflected
in corresponding physical flow field discontinuities. Therefore,
accurate simulation must capture this strong discontinuity or large
gradient flow. There are two main approaches, such as the Shock
Fitting Method and Shock Capture Method (Toro, 2000). With the
rapid development of computer technology, the Shock Capture
Method has been more widely used. However, the Shock Capture
Method for non-conserved Shallow Water Equations may lead to
calculation errors (Toro, 2000). Therefore, in order to correctly use the
Shock Capture Method to solve the discontinuous problem,
conservative variables, equation forms, and numerical solution
methods should be used.

There are two main kinds of adaptive numerical solutions to
capture discontinuities: 1) Discontinuities can be treated as special
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cases with large gradients, which can be smoothed by artificially
introducing a diffusion term with a viscosity effect when solving
differential equations. This is called the artificial viscosity method.
Or, when discretizing differential equations, a format with similar
viscosity can be selected (i.e., Lax-Wendroff format, or Lax-Friedrichs
format) (Anderson, 1995) to produce a smooth transition, called the
format viscosity method. However, the first order precision scheme of
this method will stretch the discontinuous transition zone too wide. 2)
The Godunov Scheme (Godunov, 1959) was based on the idea of
solving Riemann’s approximate solution and is not only suitable for
smooth classical solutions, but can also adapt to cases with large
gradients or/and large deformation solutions, and can accurately and
automatically capture the discontinuities. It has become one of the
main methods for computing large gradient water surfaces.

As discussed above, dam-break flows have shock and sparse waves,
which are usually expressed as the Saint-Venant or Shallow Water
Equations, and the breach flow can be clear or muddy water.
According to the discrete principle, numerical simulation methods
can generally be classified as Method of Characteristics (MOC), the
Finite Difference Method (FDM), the Finite Element Method (FEM),
and the Finite Volume Method (FVM). The MOC, FDM, and FEM
have achieved great success in many subcritical flow problems, but
they are not completely suitable for solving the strong discontinuous
flow of dam-break floods. The Finite VolumeMethod does not directly
discretize the governing equations numerically, but starts from the
integral form of conservative equations, forming the Riemann
problem for discontinuous solutions on the boundary of a control
body. For any region composed of one or more control bodies, even
the whole computational region, physical conservation is strictly
satisfied, there is no conservative error, and the discontinuity can
be calculated correctly. After input/output flows and momentum
fluxes are calculated along the normal direction of the computing
element boundary, balance calculations of water volume and
momentum are conducted for each element, and then the average
water depth and velocity of each element at the end of the time step are
obtained.

The Godunov scheme used in the Riemann solution is currently
the main scheme for solving large gradient flows. The Roe scheme
(Roe, 1981), Osher scheme (Osher and Solomon, 1982), HLL scheme
(Harten et al., 1983), and HLLC scheme (Toro et al., 1994) are other
widely used schemes. In addition, the high resolution methods of
shock capture by the Finite Difference Method and others can be
directly used in the Finite VolumeMethod. It is worthmentioning that
there are some common software programs that can simulate dam-
break flood propogation, such as FLDWAV (Fread and Lewis, 1988),
DHI MIKE FLOOD (Danish Hydraulic Institute, 2021), HEC-RAS
(US Army Corps of Engineers, 2021), and so on.

In recent years, numerous calculation methods have been
developed to simulate flood routing after dam breaching, and the
characteristics of downstream outburst flood (peak discharge,
submergence area, average water depth, and average flow velocity)
have been considered and discussed in-depth. However, more research
is needed on the sensitivity of outburst floods to the dam breach
process and the interaction mechanism involving sand-carrying flow
and the downstream river channel.

Although many numerical models for flood routing can simulate
sediment transport, the simulation of actual dam-break flow is mainly
concerned with the propagation of flood flow, while the role of
sediment carried by dam-break flow is ignored. The effects of

rapidly releasing a huge amount of sediment on variable river
topography and river ecology need to be further studied.

6 Loss assessments after dammed lake
breaching

In order to effectively reduce life and property safety risks
associated with dam-break floods, loss assessments are needed for
the following purposes (Bowles et al., 2003): 1) To evaluate existing
and residual risks against tolerable risk guidelines. 2) To evaluate the
benefits associated with risk-reduction measures, such as more
effective emergency plans and evacuation measures. 3) To estimate
cost effectiveness and feasibility to aid in prioritizing and justifying
expenditures on risk-reduction measures.

Therefore, a better understanding of flood-induced loss dynamics
is of great importance for improving the scientific quality and
availability of emergency response plans. Since the 1980s, scholars
have studied loss assessments due to dam failures. In general, dam-
break loss studies are still in the exploratory stage, and have mainly
focused on the loss assessment of artificial dam reservoirs rather than
dammed lakes. However, dam reservoirs and dammed lakes have
common outburst flood propagation characteristics, so loss
assessment methods for dam reservoirs can be used for reference
in dammed lakes. According to the classification, loss assessments for
dammed lake breaching can be classified as loss of life, loss of
economy, and loss of ecology. However, compared to assessment
methods for loss of life, there are fewer assessment methods for loss of
economy and ecology. There are two main reasons for this (Ge et al.,
2020): 1) The ability of potential inundation areas to endure losses
of economy and ecology caused by dam failure changes over time
due to constant economic and social development. 2) Economic
and social development levels are distinct across different areas,
resulting in significant differences in economic and ecology losses
after a dam breach. It is difficult to establish a uniform assessment
method for scientifically predicting these losses. Hence, in this
review, the assessment methods for loss of life are the focus of
attention.

Loss of life refers to the number of people potentially killed by
flood disasters in the inundated area by a dam-break flood. It is
coupled by qualitative and quantitative factors, and the disaster
causing factor system is uncertain, which increases the difficulty of
quantitative assessment. The state-of-the-art life loss assessment
methods mostly use the main influencing factors as input
parameters to develop models. The influencing factors can be
classified into four categories, such as hazard factors, exposure
factors, population-related factors, and rescue capability factors
(Mahmoud et al., 2020), as shown in Figure 5.

A previous study divided the assessment methods for loss of life
into three types: empirical models, physical models, and compromised
models (Peng and Zhang, 2012b). These three categories are generally
deterministic models quantified with a few independent parameters
and may not sufficiently clarify the relationship between the input
parameters and the calculated results. Therefore, a series of
uncertainty models based on intelligent algorithms, fuzzy
mathematics, and probability theory have been developed. The
assessment methods for loss of life in this review are classified into
four types, such as empirical, physical, compromised, and uncertainty
models.
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Empirical models describe the relationship between loss of life and
influencing factors by integrating statistics of historical data and
mathematical methods. Brown and Graham (1988) developed three
empirical formulas to predict loss of life considering the population at
risk and different available warning times based on statistics from
historical dam failures of many countries around the world.
Subsequently, more influencing factors have been considered to
assess the loss of life (Table 8).

Physical models simulate human behavior in dam-break flood,
and explore the stability of human beings in flood flow by taking
individuals as the research object. Abt et al. (1989) first conducted a
study to identify when an adult human could not stand or maneuver in
a simulated flood flow. Then, a series of models were developed to
measure human instability in flood flows with different combinations
of water depth and flow velocity (Table 8).

Compromised models combine the characteristics of both
empirical and physical models. A potential inundated area is often
separated into several subareas based on physical concepts;
simultaneously, flood-caused fatality mechanisms are considered.
The relationship between loss of life and influencing factors in
each subarea is calibrated with historical data or expert judgment
in each subarea, then the assessment model for loss of life is developed
(Table 8).

The above three types of models (empirical, physical, and
compromised) can be generally defined as deterministic models,
and loss of life can be quantified with a few independent input
parameters. However, deterministic models may not sufficiently
reveal the inter-relationships between the input parameters or
include the uncertainties of these parameters, meanwhile, some
important parameters cannot be quantified. Hence, uncertainty
models came into existence. In these models, uncertainties in the
predicted models are identified by performing uncertainty analyses
regarding both the influence factors and their inter-relationships
(Table 8).

Empirical models for loss of life are generally at a macroscale,
developed and calibrated based on documented dam failure
information and statistical data from disaster losses, which are easy
to follow. However, due to the adoption of statistical approaches, this
type of model cannot reflect the causes of flood-induced casualties the
inter-relationships between the key influencing factors. In addition,
empirical models are often established in terms of documented data

from historical flood events, most of which are of low credibility or
availability, resulting in relatively low accuracy in most of the
applications.

Physical models for loss of life mainly focus on the instability of
individual in the flood flow and most are complicated and cannot
consider the subjective factors of individuals in danger. Hence, the
theoretical analyses for every individual are very complicated and
rarely applied in actual cases, while the correlation between human
behavior in floods and loss of life needs further study and verification.

Compromised models for loss of life can describe the relationship
between loss rate and dam-break flood characteristics by considering
the causes of loss of life. This type of model combines the advantages of
statistical approaches and theoretical analysis, which can
quantitatively predict the loss of life under relevant risk criteria.
However, the inter-relationships between the influence parameters
are not included in these models.

Given the importance of subjective consciousness in empirical,
physical, and compromise models, none of the deterministic models
for loss of life can provide an accurate number of fatalities caused by a
given dam breach case. Therefore, loss of life predicted by the
deterministic models is subjective to uncertainty. Uncertainties in
predicted loss of life due to dam-break floods can be identified by
performing uncertainty analyses regarding the flood routing analysis
results and loss of life estimations. Hence, uncertainty models are the
future direction for loss of life assessments.

7 Risk mitigation measures for dammed
lakes

Dammed lakes pose tremendous threats to people and properties
in the inundation areas caused by landslide dam breaching floods. Due
to the lack of flood discharge facilities, most landslide dams are
breached naturally by overtopping flow a short time after the
formation of dammed lakes. Therefore, quantitative risk assessment
is urgently needed as the prerequisite and preliminary requirement to
support the decision making in landslide-dam emergency response.
Then, risk mitigation measures can be taken according to the dam
failure risk assessment results. Risk mitigation measures for dammed
lakes can be classified as non-engineering measures and engineering
measures (Peng et al., 2014; Shi et al., 2016). Non-engineering

FIGURE 5
Factors influencing loss of life due to a dam breach [modified from Mahmoudet al. (2020)].
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measures mitigate risks by means of reducing the people and
properties at risk through evacuation or reservoir regulation. In
general, there are two kinds of implementation schemes: 1)
Warning and evacuating people and movable assets at risk out of
the potential inundated areas. 2) Emergency operation of upstream
and downstream reservoirs on the river. This could mean reducing
discharged water into an upstream reservoir, or emptying water stored
in a downstream reservoir. Admittedly, non-engineering measures are
low cost and high efficiency in rescuing people and movable assets at
flood risk; however, measures of this category cannot reduce the loss of
unmovable assets. Engineering measures mitigate risks by moving the
people and properties at risk and limiting the dam failure probability,
inundation area, flood severity, and vulnerability of population and
assets at risk.

Sections 3–6 in this review are the basis for non-engineering
measures, hence, engineering measures are the focus in this section.

After the formation of a landslide dam that threatens people and
important infrastructure in the potential flooded area, immediate
engineering measures must be taken if objective conditions are
permitted. The purposes of this category are to prevent the water
level in the dammed lake from reaching dangerous heights, or control
the erosion rate if a landslide dam breach occurs (Peng et al., 2014).
The most common engineering measures include: water level control
by pumps or siphons, diversion tunnels through bedrock abutments,
and drainage spillways through landslide dams.

For a dammed lake with small storage capacity and upstream
inflow, pumps or siphons can be utilized to control the rising speed of
water level in the dammed lake. For instance, on 5 June 2009, a
landslide occurred in Wulong County, Chongqing City, China, and
then blocked the river, resulted in a dammed lake. Pumps were
installed to release the inflow water and keep the water level in the
dammed lake below the dam crest (Figure 6).

TABLE 8 Existing typical models for loss of life due to flood flow.

No. Investigators Model
type

Expressions or influencing factors

1 Brown and Graham (1988) Empirical
LOL �

0.5PAR WT < 0.25h
PAR

0.56 WT < 1.5h
0.0002PAR WT > 1.5h

⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
2 Abt et al. (1989) Physical Human instability tests in flowing water (D, V, PS)

3 Dekay and McClelland
(1993)

Empirical
LOL � 0.075 PAR

0.560( )e−0.759WT Low lethality area
0.075 PAR

0.560( )e −2.982WT+3.790( ) High lethality area
{

4 Graham (1999) Empirical Presented a framework for estimation of loss of life due to dam failures (PAR, WT, FS, UB)

5 Reiter (2001) Physical Human instability model tests in flowing water (D, V, PS)

6 Lee (2003) Uncertainty Utilized the Monte Carlo simulation based on the Latin Hypercube Sampling technique (FS, WT, PAR, Ns, EM, TM, FM)

7 Lind et al. (2004) Physical Theoretical analysis based on hydrodynamic models (D, V, PS)

8 Aboelata and Bowles (2005) Compromised Combined loss of life module with the probability distribution of fatality rates for each loss-of-shelter category/flood area
(D, V, R, WT, BD)

9 Zhai et al. (2006) Empirical PLOL � LOL
PAR

� S(BD)
n × BD

10 Priest et al. (2007) Compromised Combined loss of life module with hazard and exposure thresholds and mitigating factors (D, V, R, WT, BD, PS)

11 Jonkman (2007) Compromised Given the relationship between the intensity of physical effects and the mortality in the exposed population (D, V, R,WT)

12 Jonkman and
Penning-Rowsell (2008)

Physical Human instability tests in flowing water (D, V, PS)

13 Peng and Zhang (2012b) Uncertainty PLOL � ∑2

i�1∑2

j�1∑2

k�1P(LOL � DIED, EVA � Ei,WT � Wj, FS � Fk)

14 Brazdova and Riha (2014) Empirical LOL � 0.075D0.384
M (PR + 2)−3.207(WA + 2)−1.017

15 Huang et al. (2017) Empirical Utilized two methods of multivariate nonlinear regression and leave-one-out cross-validation (FS, EC, PAR, UB,WT, TB, VB,
DD, MB, SW, WB)

16 Ge et al. (2019) Compromised Established an evaluation model for potential consequences of dam breach based on a catastrophe evaluation method (SW,
HD, PAR, UB, WT, VB)

17 Mahmoud et al. (2020) Empirical Developed two empirical equations based on the multi-variable regression analysis for low flood severity, and medium and
high flood severity (HD, FS, EC, PAR, UB, WT, TB, VB, DD, MB, SW, WB)

18 Ge et al. (2021) Empirical LOL � PAR × f1(WT,UB) × f2(FS, VB)
Note: LOL, loss of life; PAR, population at risk;WT, warning time; FS, flood severity;UB, understanding of dam breach;NS, number of simulation; EM, maximum flood elevation; TM, time to maximum

flood elevation; FM, maximum flood flow; D, water depth; V, flow velocity; PS, physical state of people; R, water rise rate; BD, building damage; PLOL, fatality probability; S(BD), function for the loss of

life; n, number of residents per building; DIED, number of died people; E1, number of evacuated people; E2, number of none-evacuated people;W1, sufficient warning time;W2, little warning time; F1,

high flood severity; F2, low flow severity; DM, material losses; PR, general preparedness of society for flood management and control; WA, factors influencing the warning of the population; EC,

evacuation condition; TB, dam breach time; VB, building vulnerability; DD, distance to dam site; MB, dam breach mode; SW, water storage; WB, weather at dam breach; HD, dam height; f1(WT,UB),

interval of the exposure rate of the population at risk influenced by the warning time and understanding of dam breach; f2(FS,VB), mortality interval of the exposed population influenced by the flood

severity and building vulnerability.
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Construction of diversion tunnels is a money- and time-
consuming measure. This measure can be taken when the
following requirements are met. 1) Geological conditions. The
mountain slope upstream of the dam site should be made of
bedrock for diversion tunnel construction. 2) Road and transport
conditions. A temporary road to the dam site for transporting
equipment and supplies is indispensable. For example, on 3 August
2014, the Mw 6.5 earthquake in Ludian County, Yunnan Province,
China, resulted in the Hongshiyan landslide dam, which had a height
of 83 m and a lake volume 260 million m3, threatening more than
10,000 people (Shi et al., 2016). The landslide dam was located
between an artificial dam and a hydropower plant; fortunately,

there was an existing drainage tunnel that connected the dammed
lake and the hydropower plant. Hence, the drainage tunnel was used as
a natural diversion and played an important role in risk mitigation
(Zhou et al., 2015; Shi et al., 2016).

Building a spillway across a dam is the most common measure for
dammed lake risk mitigation. The function of a spillway is to control
the breach process of landslide debris, preventing erosion from
occurring too fast or slow. For a landslide dam with relatively
small volume made of large blocks on the top, blasting can be used
to break up the dam materials. The emergency disposal of the
Xiaogangjian landslide dam, which was triggered by Wenchuan
earthquake, 2008, China, is one example of this approach. The
upper part of the Xiaogangjian landslide dam was composed of
large blocks, while the lower part was composed of highly
fragmented debris (Mei et al., 2021). Due to the traffic jams caused
by earthquake, rescuers only accessed the dam site by rubber boats
(Chen et al., 2018); thus, they considered various factors, and blasting a
spillway was a preferable plan. After blasting, a spillway with 8 m
depth and 30 m bottom width was constructed on the left bank of the
dam (Figure 7). For landslide dams with large volumemade of mixture
of soil and stone, building a spillway with excavators is the most
common measure. In terms of the workload and traffic conditions, as
well as the rising speed of water level in the dammed lake, an
emergency plan would be formulated. For example, in the risk
mitigation of the Yigong dammed lake in China, a spillway with
30 m depth and 30 m bottom width was excavated before dam
breaching (Figure 8), which significantly reduced the storage
capacity in the dammed lake (Wang L. et al., 2016).

One must acknowledge the fact that because dammed lakes are
generally trigged by earthquakes or rainfall, which are unforeseen
emergencies that commonly result in inaccessible dam sites within the
limited available time. Hence, although various measures for dammed
lake risk mitigation can be adopted, non-engineering measures such as

FIGURE 6
Draining the Wulong dammed lake using pumps (Photo credit Xinhuanet.com).

FIGURE 7
Blasting a spillway for the Xiaogangjian dammed lake (Photo credit
Xinhuanet.com).
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warning and evacuating people in the potential inundated areas are
more prevalent disposal countermeasure than engineering
measures.

For the available engineering measures, building a spillway is an
effective method for dammed lake risk mitigation. However, for the
landslide dams with different material composition, how to design an
optimal spillway to minimize dammed lake risks also requires further
study. In addition, for a high-risk dammed lake, the combined
utilization of engineering and non-engineering measures is usually
more applicable in risk mitigation for a dammed lake breach disaster.

8 Discussion

Based on global databases, a comprehensive review on risk
assessments of dammed lakes has been conducted considering the
hazard chains that they trigger. Five topics have been discussed, such
as hazard assessments for landslide dams, breach mechanisms and
breach processes, flood routing after landslide dam breaching, loss
assessments, and risk mitigation measures. In general, after systematic
studies in recent decades, especially in the past 20 years, the basic
framework for dammed lake risk assessments has been built, but there
are still several scientific issues are encountered and worthy of further
study:

1) Acquisition of basic information for dammed lakes. Due to the
scarcity of historical documented data, modern technologies for
field investigations should be adopted to obtain key information on
dammed lakes for risk assessment, such as morphological
indexes of landslide dams, hydrodynamic conditions of
dammed lakes, and material composition of landslide
deposits. Further, more attention is needed when a new
dammed lake appears, such as in-situ measurements of

breaches—especially breach hydrographs—which are key for
validating risk assessment methods.

2) Uncertainty in hazard assessments of landslide dams. For dammed
lakes, the occurrence of the breach disaster is a probability event.
Therefore, it is necessary to utilize advanced technologies and
methodologies to study landslide dams and delineate their internal
structure, so that mechanical properties of the landslide deposits
can be interpreted to assist assessment of the stability and
erodibility of the materials. These measures help to overcome
the uncertainty to a certain degree in the hazard assessment of
landslide dams. Combining a large amount of basic information of
dammed lakes, the near real probability of the landslide dam
breach will be achieved through continuous algorithm
improvement.

3) Accuracy of dammed lake outburst flood simulation. The
simulation of landslide dam breaching involves complex
coupling effects of water and soil. Because of the uncertainty of
particle distribution in landslide deposits, accurate prediction of
landslide dam breaching due to different triggering factors is key to
flood routing and disaster consequences. Hence, it is necessary to
reveal the damming mechanisms of landslides and obtain the
material and structure of the landslide dams by making full use
of remote sensing and geophysical prospecting methods. A dam-
break flood has sand-carrying fluid, so to improve accuracy, the
evolution of riverbed morphology under the action of erosion or
deposition by a dam-break flood, as well as sediment sorting along
the river channels, should be considered for flood routing
simulation.

4) Quantitative methods for loss assessment of dammed lake
breaching. Due to the lack of historical loss data, as well as the
influence of sustained economic and social development, how to
use limited historical data to quantitatively process input
parameters in loss assessment models is a major problem that

FIGURE 8
Constructing a spillway for the Yigong dammed lake using excavators (Photo credit Xinhuanet.com).
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needs to be solved. With the development of big data technology
and the rise of multidisciplinary research, integrating survey data
and deterministic/uncertainty methods under the proper
algorithms may make up for the lack of historical data to a
certain extent.

5) Quantitative risk assessments and risk mitigation for dammed
lakes. The risk of a dammed lake is a dynamic process, but risk
assessments are mostly conducted through static analysis, ignoring
the uncertain evolution process of the hazard chain itself. A
complete quantitative assessment system has not been
established for the risk assessments of dammed lakes, and
assessments of hazard chain evolution are independent of each
other, while the quantitative degree is relatively low. Subsequent
studies can consider the dynamic characteristics of human
behavior and social organization evacuation, and combine
satellite remote sensing and aerial photography techniques with
unmanned aerial vehicles to dynamically assess the risk of dammed
lakes. From the point of view of artificial intelligence, a reasonable
overall risk assessment platform for dammed lakes should be
explored through an intelligent network with forecasting and
early warning. In addition, various uncertainties should be
considered in engineering measures for risk mitigation, as well
as the development of technologies to control the pace of landslide
dam erosion progression.

9 Conclusion

The risk assessment of dammed lakes is a very complicated process
that involves the geologic hazard chain triggered by dammed lake
breaching and risk mitigation. Based on the overview of each aspect of
dammed lake risk assessment, the following conclusion can be drawn:

Although a high degree of study of dammed lakes has produced a
multitude of documented cases, the historical documented
information is often insufficient in the risk assessment of dammed
lakes. Great progresses on breach mechanisms and breach processes of
landslide dams have been achieved by laboratory and field model tests,
as well as by studying actual failure cases. However, the similarity
relation of erosion characteristics of landslide deposits and the
structural characteristics of landslide dam needs further study. A
number of influencing factors (i.e., landslide dam morphology,
physical and mechanical indexes of dam material, hydrodynamic
conditions of dammed lake, downstream river topography,

roughness of underlying surface, and so on) significantly affect the
breach flow hydrographs and flood routing. Although a series of
empirically and physically based models have been developed for
dam-break flood and loss assessment, great uncertainties are still
associated with predictions of the key parameters. Thus, it is very
important to conduct mechanism investigations to improve the
accuracy in the numerical modeling. In addition, for a high-risk
dammed lake, the combined utilization of engineering (building a
spillway) and non-engineering measures (evacuating people at risk) is
usually an effective way in disaster mitigation.
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